Aqueous solutions of the bioprotectant proline are simulated for solute molar fractions ranging from 2.0 · 10 À3 to 2.3 · 10
Introduction
In adverse conditions, such as drought, low or high temperature, or high external salinity, many organisms accumulate small organic compounds (called compatible osmolytes), selected by evolution to protect the cellular machinery [1] . Osmolytes protect native proteins from denaturation and some of them behave as chemical chaperones by promoting the correct proteins refolding in vitro and in the cell [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . This effect appears to be related to the osmolyte property of being displaced from the protein domain [7] , due to their unfavorable interaction with the protein backbone [8] , an Ôosmophobic effectÕ which could be particularly relevant in a crowded environment, as within the cell.
Among the compatible osmolytes, the amino acid proline features unusual properties in aqueous solution: it is soluble up to ca. 6.5 M, its viscosity behavior is similar to that of larger hydrophilic colloids [9] , it improves the solubility of hydrophobic compounds [9] [10] [11] [12] and inhibits aggregation during protein refolding [12, 13] . Such experimental findings have been interpreted as suggesting that proline self-aggregates in concentrated aqueous solutions, with pyrolidine rings stacking one over the other [9] . This kind of arrangement has been observed in L-proline monohydrate crystals by X-ray analysis at 100 K [14] .
The present work has been undertaken to shed some light at molecular level of details on the properties of proline aqueous solutions, which are investigated using molecular dynamics (MD) simulation up to its solubility limit in water.
Computational methods
Simulations were performed using the Amber ff99 force field [15] and the SANDER module of AMBER7 package [16] . The temperature was controlled according to the Berendsen coupling algorithm [17] with s T = 1 ps; s P = 1 ps was used for the pressure control. A 9-Å cutoff and Ewald sums were used for the non-bonded interactions. SHAKE [17] kept constrained bonds involving hydrogen atoms. NPT (T = 298 K, P = 1 bar) simulations were performed with 0.5-fs time-step for at least 500 ps. Systems at different solute concentrations were obtained by solvating a given number of proline molecules with 503 TIP3P [18] waters (see Table 1 ). System configurations were stored on disk every 0.01 ps for statistical analyses based on the PTRAJ and CARNAL modules of the AMBER7 package. Graphical visualization was performed with gOpenMol [19] .
Results and discussion
As indicated in Table 1 , the simulated systems correspond to an ample range of solute concentrations up to proline solubility limit in water.
To provide an overall view about the hydration characteristics of proline, a 3D visualization is presented in Fig. 1 in terms of spatial distribution function (SDF) of oxygen atoms of the water molecules residing within the first hydration shell of proline. This distribution has been evaluated over a 2.5-ns MD trajectory of the system consisting of one proline and 503 TIP3P [18] water molecules, using the following expression [20] :
where q(r) indicates the number density of the water oxygen atoms at the position r and q 0 its average within the simulation box. The position vector r is defined in a coordinate system attached to the solute molecule.
The isosurfaces shown in Fig. 1 correspond to g(r) = 2.3. In the insets of the upper row we report front-, lateral-and rear-views of the water oxygen SDF around proline. For Table 1 Average number per proline of water molecules within 3.5 Å from the atoms of the solutes (first-shell waters). Some of them are hydrogen-bonded to solute (H-B waters comparison, in the lower row of Fig. 1 , water SDFs are shown around the bioprotectans glycine betaine (GB) and trimethylamine-N-oxide (TMAO), and the protein denaturant tert-butyl alcohol (TBA), which have been evaluated from previous simulation data [21, 22] . As expected, the water oxygen distribution is more relevant in the space regions surrounding the hydrophilic carboxyl, hydroxyl and amino groups. However, while at this SDF level the water distribution extends somewhat towards the hydrophobic moiety in the methylamines GB and TMAO, due to the presence of the nitrogen atom buried among the methyl groups of these molecules, the methyl groups of TBA and the hydrophobic moiety of the pyrolidine ring of proline are left totally ÔnakedÕ. For the latter the effect appears as partially compensated by the well hydrated amino group, so that the overall water distribution around proline seems closer to that around GB and TMAO than that surrounding TBA. This interpretation agrees with the average numbers of first-shell waters for one-solute systems (FSWs, i.e., waters within 3.5 Å from solute atoms). Indeed, from [21, 22] . The proline hydration as a function of solute molar fraction is shown in Fig. 2 , where we report the normalized number of the first-shell waters (i.e., the number of the FSWs for a given solute concentration divided by the corresponding number for the one-solute systems). For comparison, analogous values are presented for aqueous solutions of GB, TMAO and TBA [21, 22] . One can see that the general behavior of proline is much more similar to those of GB and TMAO than that of TBA, although the proline hydration seems to decay more slowly with increasing solute concentration.
The proline similarity with GB and TMAO is also pointed out by the analyses of the solute distribution around water at solute molar fraction close to the solubility limit in water. Indeed, under this condition a water molecule is on the average shared by ca. 3 proline molecules, as in the GB case, while the corresponding value for TMAO is 2 and no water sharing has been observed for TBA [21, 22] . These data indicate that also for proline a diffuse solute-solvent intermixing persists up to the highest solute concentration, as for GB and TMAO.
A rather different view seems to emerge from Fig. 3 , where we report the water oxygen-oxygen radial distribution functions (RDFs), g OO (r), evaluated for one-solute solutions (thin lines) and for the most concentrated solutions (thick lines) of proline, GB, TMAO and TBA. Indeed, the heights of the RDFs first peaks for proline and TBA are similar, being larger than those for GB and TMAO. This indicates that the water structuring induced at high concentration by proline and by TBA is comparable and more relevant than those caused by the presence of GB and TMAO. Since TBA self-aggregates at such concentrations [23] , these results could be interpreted as suggesting that also for proline the water structure enhancement comes from self-aggregation, a mechanism previously hinted to explain experimental findings [9] [10] [11] [12] , such as anomalously high viscosity of concentrated aqueous solutions of proline. However, this view contrasts with the previous results about the proline hydration vs. solute concentration (Fig. 2) and its propensity to be intermixed with water even at high solute concentrations. This is clearly evidenced by the molecular visualization shown in Fig. 4 , where we report a typical configuration of the solution corresponding to the highest proline concentration examined together with analogous data for GB, TMAO and TBA [21, 22] . Solute segregation from the solvent is well evident only for TBA, confirming that self-aggregation is not relevant for proline up to solute concentrations close to its solubility limit. Further, direct inspection shows that solute and solvent molecules appear as extensively connected via hydrogen bonds (HBs) for proline, GB and TMAO. From Table 1 one can see that, at the highest concentration examined, the average number of water molecules hydrogen-bonded to one molecule of proline is 2.7.
The corresponding values for GB, TMAO and TBA are 2.5, 2.2 and 1.3, respectively [21, 22] . Furthermore, solutesolute HBs can occur for proline and TBA, due to the presence on these molecules of acceptor and donor groups. The average numbers of solute-solute HBs per solute at the highest concentrations examined are 0.4 and 0.2 for proline and TBA, respectively. This extra hydrogen bonding capability can cause the apparent higher HB connectivity of proline solutions with respect to the GB and TMAO cases. It could also bring about the tighter water localization evidenced by the RDFs shown in Fig. 3 . In order to examine the translational dynamics of the solute and water molecules as a function of the solute concentration we evaluated their diffusion coefficient, D s and D w , respectively, according to the Einstein formula [17] . In Fig. 5 , we report the ratio of the diffusion coefficient values for one-proline solution, D s0 and D w0 , to the corresponding values at a given solute molar fraction. Indeed, one would expect that this quantity is related to the viscosity properties [24] of proline solutions. For comparison, analogous values are reported for GB, TMAO and TBA, based on previous simulation data [21, 22] . Data of Fig. 5 show that as the solute concentration increases, the translational dynamics of proline solutes increasingly diverges from that of the other solutes examined. Further, the diffusion coefficients of both the solvent and solutes molecules show the same behavior although the statistical error is larger for the latter since the number of the solutes molecules is lower than that of the water molecules.
Conclusions
Statistical analyses of MD simulations of proline aqueous solutions at solute molar fraction ranging from 2.0 · 10 À3 to 2.3 · 10 À1 indicate that proline induces a strong localization of the surrounding water, comparable to that caused by the self-aggregating protein denaturant tert-butyl alcohol (TBA), and more pronounced than that due to the related osmoprotectants glycine betaine (GB) and trimethylamine-N-oxide (TMAO). Analyses show that proline, like GB and TMAO, is well intermixed with water up to the highest concentration examined forming extensive HB network whose connectivity is enhanced in the proline case by its capability to make solute-solute HBs. This view can explain the strong water structuring induced by proline and the behavior of the diffusion coefficients of both solute and water molecules vs. proline concentration which is in qualitative agreement with the anomalous viscosity properties of proline solutions evidenced experimentally [9] . At no concentration, however, molecular visualization of system snapshots has shown any significant presence of the proline self-aggregates hinted to explain the experimental findings [9] [10] [11] [12] .
